Literacy activities for World Book Day
Thursday 4th March
COAM has been lucky enough to work with published author Vix J. Cooper,
author of:

Vix has taken inspiration from the animals and nature around our Museum
site to create her stories, characters and plots.
As a farm volunteer for approximately 12 years, she has observed the
COAM goats’ different behaviours and individual personalities, including what they like
and dislike and how mischievous they can be. Taking them out for walks can be hilarious (and very tricky!).
Being at COAM has given Vix lots of ideas for characters and plots for her first book Crazy Pets and Secrets
Revealed.

For her second book Fin and the Red Deer, Vix took the Museum’s Hidden
Meadow and its grassy slopes, where she feeds and checks COAM’s sheep and
cows in summer, the sounds of the birds and insects, and the beautiful
wildflowers and butterflies in the warm sunshine as ideas for some of the story
setting. She imagined red deer galloping and dancing, and Fin, her grumpy but
likeable hog (wild pig) character, picking flowers.

There are often clues to be noticed in the Museum Woods, such as footprints, trampled plants and
hairs on bushes from wild animals. Deer are among Vix’s favourite animals so they were easy to turn into
characters. She also likes to listen out for and watch the woodpeckers for other character ideas.
For her new book, Who Did This?, Vix was inspired by her love of COAM’s
sheep. For years she has regularly checked and fed the sheep at weekends and has
enjoyed the privilege of helping at lambing time. She is very fond of sheep and
loves being one of their midwives! Each sheep has its own face shape and voice,
just like humans. One day, when Vix was spray-painting numbers on the sheep
and lambs, to show which lambs and mothers belong together and the order
they were born, she got paint all over her and the ground and this gave her an
idea for a plot for her picture book, Who Did This?
Discover more about Vix J. Cooper and her books at www.vixjcooper.com
Why not send Vix an email if you’d like to find out more about creative writing, storytelling and how to be an
author: email@vixjcooper.com. Perhaps you could send her your own book review or illustrations?
Check out Vix’s footage of sharing her ideas whilst visiting COAM –
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLleOKZnImJkQMP-e0fZzSJm7ncbCAyj57
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Vix J Cooper’s Top 10 creative writing tips
(Aimed at children and to support teachers and home schooling parents)

Numbe

r 1:

Senses, senses, senses

Develop your observation and concentration skills – notice how things look, feel, smell and sound.
It’s possible to use your senses but not notice much so, concentrate on the details, such as the
weather, trees and landscape and buildings where you are. Even if you can’t go out much you can still
learn to be a great detective:
●
Watch from a window – how does a passing dog move; what patterns and shadows can you
see on chimneys and rooftops; is an adult talking to their child in the pushchair going by and
do their faces look happy or sad; what sounds does a bicycle, bus and helicopter make and
how can you tell them apart just by listening?
●
Watch any pets you have – do they snore or twitch in their sleep, for example, or seem sad or
happy and how can you tell?
●
Eat an apple ‒ how does it feel and for which part of your body? What noises can you hear?
Keep checking how the apple looks when you bite chunks. Can you see tooth marks or is juice
left on the surface? Keep checking what changes occur if you leave the core on a plate for a
while.
●
Watch other people at home eating or brushing their teeth (without making them
feel uncomfortable!)
●
How do things near you feel, such as walls, chairs, cushions, grass or gravel?

Numbe
r

2:

What works best to get your imagination going?

Vix gets lots of story ideas if there’s movement, including being beside a window near a busy road;
where there is moving water, such as in the shower; or walking quite fast, such as when carrying
buckets of food to the museum farm animals in different fields. Quietly watching birds or meandering
through woods also makes all sorts of ideas pop into her head.
Practise using your imagination:
●
Change the details
For example, think of someone you know and pretend they have a different haircut, walk in an unusual
way and have a different voice. Do this for a pet, family member or an assistant in a shop. You can think
whatever you like as you don’t have to tell them!
●
What does a person or thing remind you of?
In the book Crazy Pets and Secrets Revealed, Hugo and his nan see people as the animal or thing they
most look or move like. Vix does this in real life all the time, but normally doesn’t tell anyone!
The more you practise using your imagination the easier it can get, helping you make up characters and
stories.

Numbe
r

3:

Keep a notebook for ideas

Write or draw when you think of things you may want to use for a story in some way. Vix is always scribbling
things down. She then organises the scribbles under titles and subheadings or adds them to mind
maps/spider maps or plans for later use. For Who Did This? Vix loved making sheep Esther get up to
mischief, she keeps notes for each of her characters so their details are the same throughout the story.
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Vix J Cooper’s Top 10 creative writing tips
(Aimed at children and to support teachers and home schooling parents)

Numbe

r 4:

Set the scene, set the mood

How and where does the story start? Is it scary or comfortable? Is it warm or cold, dark or light? For stories
for older children, can you start with something different to “Once upon a time”? In the book Crazy Pets and
Secrets Revealed, aimed at 9-13 year olds, the story begins with Hugo in his classroom being woken up by his
teacher.

Numbe

r 5:
Do you have a message to give to readers?

In Vix’s story Who Did This? she wanted children to understand that farmers can also be women, and from
any culture or background. For Crazy Pets and Secrets Revealed, she was keen to include things that readers
may find funny, but also wanted the story to show how life was different in the past, and that people deal
with problems in different ways.

Numbe

r 6:

Are you stuck in front of a blank piece of paper?

Think of something you do often and change it. For example, if you’re taking a shower, what happens if
the water mysteriously changes colour and gets thicker and sticks to you? Why does this occur and
what happens next?
Think of a story, nursery rhyme or song and change it to make it your own story. For example,
Goldilocks could be a boy, or she/he could try other foods instead of porridge. Or give a well-known
story a different end. Once you get involved and your imagination works well, you could change
characters, plot and ending.
Think of your family and home. What would it be like if someone else came to live with you (person,
animal or alien)? What could happen and why? How would others in the family react?
Think of something or somewhere that excited you, or made you feel sad. Turn this into a story
with either you as the main character or change the person to someone else.

Numbe

r 7:

Draw or write first?

Some authors draw pictures for their story before writing, to help them with ideas and to plan their plot.
Does this work for you? Try it. For example, draw a horizontal line across a piece of paper and 2 vertical lines
to give 6 equal boxes, then draw each part of a story you make up. Afterwards, write the story by looking at
your pictures whenever you need to.
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Vix J Cooper’s Top 10 creative writing tips
(Aimed at children and to support teachers and home schooling parents)

Numbe

r 8:

If you are set a particular story or subject to write about

If you find this hard because it doesn’t excite you, ask your teacher/home schooler if you can alter the task,
such as changing the main character, setting or event for the book you must write about.
If you find a writing task hard because you can’t remember key bits, you may need to develop your visual
memory or imagination. Practise seeing pictures (in front of your eyes or forehead) when a story is read to
you, as if you are watching a film of the story. If you already see pictures but they move very fast, try to
slow them down and notice more detail.

Numbe

r 9:
Spelling, grammar and punctuation

Don’t let attention to spelling and punctuation stop your writing flow or interrupt your imagination.
Handwriting neatness is not important when you are writing a story ‒ concentrate on making a good story.
Neatness and presentation can come after checking and improving your work. Perhaps leave your story for
days, weeks or months then reread it. Does it still make sense or say what you thought it did? If you’ve had
a break from the story, you can then make better improvements to it.

Numbe

r 10:
Does writing a whole story feel too much?

Write a conversation between a cat and a dog from what you know of these animals. Would they be
friendly to each other or not? Would they plan to have an adventure together or dislike being near each
other? Afterwards, decide if you enjoyed writing speech or not. Would you include speech in a story you
write? Vix loves using speech to move a story along and to involve readers as if they are there.

Links to the Curriculum
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-e
ngland
-english-programmes-of-study/national-curriculum-in-england-english-p
rogrammes-of-study

Check out the next couple of pages for some mindful colouring sheets you can print at
home inspired by the characters in Vix J. Cooper’s upcoming book, Who did this?
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